
 

Dear customer 
 

                                  CANON MACHINERY INC. 
                                 Quality assurance Dept 

                                                      Gen. manager HONMA, Yoshihide 

 

 

    
Notification aboutNotification aboutNotification aboutNotification about    

replacing the SSR(for hreplacing the SSR(for hreplacing the SSR(for hreplacing the SSR(for heating control)eating control)eating control)eating control)    
of curing machine BCOS seriesof curing machine BCOS seriesof curing machine BCOS seriesof curing machine BCOS series    

 

 

We appreciate your business with our products. 

 

 

Concerning the semiconductor curing machine BCOS series that we supplied is equipped  

 the SSR(Solid State Relay) for heating control. 

The SSR has potential to cause a contact melting from aged deterioration (Service life 

 : 7-10years). So, we recommend to replace the deteriorated SSR by our service engineer. 

 

 

The model of SSR is different from manufacturing year. And any model showed below is 

 equipped. 

 

   ①OMRON    ：G3F-203SN、G3PA-210B、G3NA-210B 

   ②PANASONIC：AQN111L 

 

 

In case of emergencyIn case of emergencyIn case of emergencyIn case of emergency    thatthatthatthat    heating control should become malfunction,heating control should become malfunction,heating control should become malfunction,heating control should become malfunction,《《《《    the machine the machine the machine the machine     

will show [Heater temp. trouble] on display panel, and flash/light red sign on the signal will show [Heater temp. trouble] on display panel, and flash/light red sign on the signal will show [Heater temp. trouble] on display panel, and flash/light red sign on the signal will show [Heater temp. trouble] on display panel, and flash/light red sign on the signal     

tower, and tower, and tower, and tower, and beebeebeebeepppp    alarm. So, TURN OFF the main breaker.alarm. So, TURN OFF the main breaker.alarm. So, TURN OFF the main breaker.alarm. So, TURN OFF the main breaker.》》》》    Please be careful for your safety.Please be careful for your safety.Please be careful for your safety.Please be careful for your safety. 

* Continued use may cause damage to the machine due to temperature increasing. 

 

 

We will, if possible, replace the SSR in field service for a reasonable charge. Please 

 contact the receptionist below for any questions. 

 

We sincerely appreciate your cooperation with us/our products. 

 

 

【 Contact information 】 

 CANON MACHINERY INC. 

 Semiconductor-system business unit / Sales Dept. 

 TEL：+81-(0)77-566-1822 


